SC10D and SC10Q User Guide
SC10 USB Conference Microphone Kit
The SC10 USB Conference Microphone kit is available in two versions. The SC10D
includes a base USB microphone and one extension microphone. The SC10Q includes a
base USB microphone and three extension microphones, ideal for larger boardrooms.
The SC10 microphone kit is designed to capture recordings of meetings with clean, detailed
sound. The “boundary microphone” design enhances the capture of speech, while reducing
the pickup of background noise. The conference microphones connect directly to the
computer USB port.
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One SC10 Base Conference Microphone
One or Three SC10 Extension Conference Microphones
Professional-quality sound
Records in Stereo (left and right channels)
Base microphone includes 9’ USB cable
Extension microphones include 8’ cable
Daisy-chain Extension microphones to Base microphone and to other Extensions

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Hear voices more clearly
Coverage for large conference tables
Flexible layout of cables
Small, inconspicuous appearance

System Requirements
•
•
•
•

Windows 7 or Windows 10
Laptop or desktop computer
Available USB Port
SoniClear recording software

more 

Directions For Use
Installation
Follow the installation instructions for the SC10 microphone kit. This is located in the
SoniClear Installation Guide (Meeting Recorder and Gov Recorder software), or the Court
Recorder Installation Guide (Court Recorder software).
Single Microphone Setup
The Base microphone can also be used with a single microphone, which will provide adequate
coverage for smaller rooms. Connect the 9’ USB cable from the Base microphone into an
available USB port on the computer. For longer reach, you can connect the microphone to a
standard USB extender/booster (not included), and then plug that extension cord into the
computer. The Base microphone has two microphones built in for stereo pickup.
Dual Microphone Setup
For long conference tables the microphones can be connected together to pick up sound from
all participants in the room. Connect the 9’ USB cable from the Base microphone into an
available USB port on the computer. Connect the 8’ Extension microphone cable into the
right extension jack on the Base microphone (on the right side when looking at the Base from
the front). The Base microphone will record as the left channel and the Extension microphone
will record as the right channel.
Quad Microphone Setup (SC10Q only)
For long conference tables the microphones can be connected together to pick up sound from
all participants in the room. Connect the 9’ USB cable from the Base microphone into an
available USB port on the computer. Connect one 8’ Extension microphone cable into the
right extension jack on the Base microphone (on the right side when looking at the Base from
the front). Connect a second Extension microphone to the jack on the back of the first
Extension microphone. Connect a third Extension to either the jack on the back of the second
Extension microphone, or to the left jack on the Base microphone.
Usage Tips
Place the microphones away from video projectors, papers that might be shuffled during the
meeting, or any other source of noise that could interfere with hearing the people speaking.
The microphones have very good coverage range (up to 20 feet in a quiet room). However, if
there is a problem hearing a person who is speaking very softly, move the microphone closer
to that person
Technical Support
View the SoniClear Support Page at www.soniclear.com for technical support information.

